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1981013 ENDLESS NOVELTIES OF EXTRAORDINARY INTEREST: The Voyage of H.M.S. Challenger and the Birth of Modern Oceanography. By Doug Macdougall. In this lively story of discovery, hardship, and humor, the author examines the work of the H.M.S. Challenger’s expedition scientists, especially the naturalists Henry Mersey, who categorized the flora and fauna of the islands the ship visited, and the legacy of John Murray, considered the father of modern oceanography. Illus. 227 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00 $11.95
1946919 OVER THE COASTS: An Aerial View of Geology. By Michael Collier. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Mikaya. Pub. at $34.95

Earth Science


**7817027 LAPIDARIUM: The Secret Lives of Stones. By Hettie Judah. Inspired by the lapidaries of the ancient world, this work is a beautifully designed collection of true stories about 60 different stones that have shaped and influenced our shared history. Through the realms of art, myth, geology, philosophy, and power, the story of humanity can be told through the minerals and the materials that allowed us to evolve and create. Illus. 336 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

7802552 SIX DEGREES: Our Future on a Hotter Planet. By Mark Lynas. Argues that by the end of this century, the planet will heat up between 1.4 and 5.8 degrees Celsius. While six degrees doesn’t sound like much, a degree rise in Earth’s average temperature would be enough to reshape the world almost beyond recognition, as outlined here. 335 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

787765X SACRED COW: The Case for (Better) Meat. By D. Rodgers & R. Wolf. Points out the flaws in our current food system and in the proposed “solutions.” Reveals contrarian but science-based findings, such as: meat and animal fat are essential for our bodies; a sustainable food system cannot exist without animals; a vegan diet may destroy more life than sustainable cattle farming; and more. 306 pages. BenBella. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

7885148 THE REAL COST OF FRACKING. By M. Bamberger & R. Oswald. The authors pull back the curtain on how this toxic process endangers the environment and harms people, pets, and livestock. Combining their expertise as a veterinarian and pharmacologist, they show how contamination at drilling sites translates into ill health and heartbreak for families and their animals. 230 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.
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See more titles at erhbc.com/923
Anthropology

7826273 JIVARO: Head-Hunters of the Amazon. By Bertrand Fourny. The Jivaro Indians of the Ecuadorian Amazon have been renowned for their ferocity and cruelty in warfare: they are also shamansic, communing with ancient spirits through the ingestion of powerful hallucinogens. But the Jivaro, best known for their macabre brand of death magic, the searing and shriveling of human heads. This volume chronicles an expedition to the Amazon to locate and study the Jivaro Indians. Photos. 144 pages. Creation Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


7950590 THE ATOMS OF LANGUAGE: The Mind’s Hidden Rules of Grammar. By Mark C. Baker. Shows how researchers have used the theory of one of the world’s greatest linguists, Noam Chomsky, to reveal that the similarities among languages are more profound than the differences. 276 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $7.95

7822255 AN ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF LOADED LANGUAGE: Learn to Hear What’s Left Unsaid. By Marc Almosawi. The battle cries of our culture wars are rife with “loaded language”, be it bias, slant, or sneer. Write it closely, or you’ll wish what Almosawi finds more frightening still: words that erase accountability, history, even what they leave unsaid. Illus. 88 pages. The Source. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

7295065 BETWEEN APE AND HUMAN: An Anthropologist on the Trail of a Hidden Hominoid. By Gregory Forth. Follow Forth on the trail of this mystery hominoid, and the space they occupy in the islanders’ culture as both natural curiosities and as beings with supernatural powers. Explores Lio culture and language, zoology, and natural history, and he comes to a startling and controversial conclusion. Photos. 278 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $16.95

1997017 ELEMENTARY: The Periodic Table Explained. By James M. Russell. In accessible terms, the author lays bare the construction of the table itself and the makeup of each of its vital elements, and gives us a compelling tour of the scientists who uncovered these diverse marvels. From aluminum to zirconium, discover the stories behind the building blocks that make up our world. 186 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

7815905 HELGOLAND: Making Sense of the Quantum. By Carlo Rovelli. One of the world’s most renowned theoretical physicists, Carlo Rovelli has enthralled millions of readers with his singular perspective on the cosmos. Here he examines the enduring enigma of quantum theory. 233 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

4922018 GENESIS: The Story of How Everything Began. By Guido Tonelli. From the origin of the universe, to the emergence of life, to the evolution of human language, Tonelli both explains the fundamental physics of our universe and marvels at the profound wonder of our existence. 223 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $17.95

LIMITED EDITION 7970773 SPECIAL A GENERAL RELATIVITY. By Albert Einstein. One of the most trusted explainers of the theory of general relativity, Stenger makes the case that the concept of the particulate atom has persisted for centuries, even without direct evidence to prove it. Today, the fundamental particulate nature of matter is undeniable. In this history of atomism, Stenger makes the case that the concept of the particulate atom is impossible, and thus void that are all exist. 332 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95


7870722 THE PHYSICS: Writings on Natural Philosophy. By Aristotle. An introduction to the world of physics, this compiled work is the truly out of this world volume for you! Illus. 296 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95


7916653 THE PRIVACY OF DOUBT. By Tim Palmer. Whether we want to predict climate change or market crashes, understand how the brain works, or find a theory that links quantum and cosmological physics, Palmer shows how his vision of mathematical uncertainty provides new insights into some of the deepest problems in science. Illus. 297 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

Chemistry & Physics

4880811 THEODOR GRAE’S ELEMENTS TRIOLOGY, photos by N. Mann. In the Elements, Gray gave us a photovisual view of the periodic table. In Molecules, he shows us how the elements combine to form the things that make up our universe. With Reactions, he demonstrated how molecules interact in ways that are essential to our very existence. 696 pages in three volumes. Slipcased, fully illus. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10x10/. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.95 $17.95

1901707 ELEMENTARY: The Periodic Table Explained. By James M. Russell. In accessible terms, the author lays bare the construction of the table itself and the makeup of each of its vital elements, and gives us a compelling tour of the scientists who uncovered these diverse marvels. From aluminum to zirconium, discover the stories behind the building blocks that make up our world. 186 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

481417 CHEMICAL MAGIC, SECOND EDITION. By Leonard A. Ford. Provides clear and careful explanations for creating cold fire, a disappearing flame and dust explosions; dissolving a glass in water; turning milk and water into blood; producing mysterious balloons, heavy air, magical eggs; and more. Also outlines directions and safety precautions for each trick. Illus. 109 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

7897452 GENESIS: The Story of How Everything Began. By Guido Tonelli. From the origin of the universe, to the emergence of life, to the evolution of human language, Tonelli both explains the fundamental physics of our universe and marvels at the profound wonder of our existence. 223 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 $17.95

LIMITED EDITION 7970773 SPECIAL A GENERAL RELATIVITY. By Albert Einstein. Einstein’s groundbreaking theories on relativity that also includes two of his Princeton University lectures, and the paper which led him to his theory of general relativity. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

7815905 HELGOLAND: Making Sense of the Quantum. By Carlo Rovelli. One of the world’s most renowned theoretical physicists, Carlo Rovelli has enthralled millions of readers with his singular perspective on the cosmos. Here he examines the enduring enigma of quantum theory. 233 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95


7916653 THE PRIVACY OF DOUBT. By Tim Palmer. Whether we want to predict climate change or market crashes, understand how the brain works, or find a theory that links quantum and cosmological physics, Palmer shows how his vision of mathematical uncertainty provides new insights into some of the deepest problems in science. Illus. 297 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/923
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7965955 SOCIAL CHEMISTRY: Decoding the Patterns of Human Connection. By Marisa King. Shows how anyone can build a social network that will dramatically enhance personal relationships, work life, and even your global impact. Defines three basic network types—enablers, socializers, players—explaining how to identify your own personal style and use its unique advantages to your advantage. Well illus. 288 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

796613X THE PUZZLER: One Man’s Quest to Solve the Most Baffling Puzzles Ever, From Sudoku to the Meaning of Life. By A.J. Jacobs. Convinced that puzzles have made him a better person, Jacobs set out to determine their myriad benefits. And maybe, in the process, solve the puzzle of our very existence. Well illus. some in color. 242 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

7965931 CHAOTIC HAPPINESS: The Psychology of Finding Yourself in a World That’s Lost. By TJ Hoehn. Hug our core values, the story of another human being’s happiness, helping you rise above the fray and claim the contentedness that is yours. With evidence-based advice and more than 200,000 people have discovered for yourself, improve your own psyche, improve the quality of your relationships, and understand the impact of the outside world. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

7966019 FOOTPRINTS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA: The Evolutionary Roots of Mental Illness. By Steven Levenkron. Levenkron uses historical case studies and Batthyany’s research in the related field of near-death studies to explore the mind, the body, and the nature of consciousness. This work convinces the reader that the “schizophrenic” can be thought of as someone crossing the barrier from life to death. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

7962240 GIRLS AND THEIR MONSTERS: The Genain Quadruplets and the Making of Madness in America. By Audrey Clare Farley. In 1954, researchers studying the genetics of schizophrenia were shocked when they received word that four identical quadruplets had all been diagnosed with the mental illness. This account chronicles the extraordinary lives of the quadruplets and the lead psychologist who studied them. Nominated for a Pulitzer prize. 46 pages of photos. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

7963323 TEN TRIPS: The New Reality of Neurodiversity. By Andy Mitchell. In this engrossing, sometimes hilarious, always dramatic chronicle, a neuropsychologist deflates the hype, explains the limitations of psychosocial therapies, and reveals a much-needed perspective about psychosocials, giving us a scientists' first-person experience with ten different diagnoses. Expanding the ten different diagnoses to 340 pages. Harper Wave. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

789215 MONSTERS ON THE COUCH: The Real Psychological Disorders Behind Your Favorite Horror Movies. By Brian Weiss. This book takes you behind the scenes of the most terrifying psychological disorders and provides solutions beyond medication and helps you figure out what options are available. 178 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

7980448 SENSES PROCESSING SOLUTIONS: Drug-Free Therapies to Realize Your Child’s Potential. By Sally Fryer Dietz. Dietz explains how children with sensory processing “glitches” are often misunderstood and misdiagnosed. Instead of giving parents new knowledge that can help them succeed naturally, he provides solutions beyond medication and helps you figure out what options are available. 276 pages. PM Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.45

7980438 SPITE: The Upside of Your Dark Side. By Simon McCarthy-Jones. Spite engenders and enrages us, but it also keeps us honest. In this provocative account, a psychologist examines how petty vengeance explains human behavior. 276 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

7960267 I FEEL LOVE: MDMA and the Quest for Connection in a Fractured World. By Rachel Nower. The unlikely story of how the party drug MDMA helped a young man emerge from the shadows to the forefront of a medical revolution, and the potential it may hold to help us thrive. Nuwer guides readers through a cultural and scientific exploration of MDMA and its potential to help us understand our brains, our selves, and the space between. 373 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

7946843 VISUAL THINKING: The Hidden Gifts of People Who Think in Pictures, Patterns, and Abstractions. By Temple Grandin. Visual thinkers constitute a far greater proportion of the population than previously believed with their knack for problem solving, to the abstract, mathematically inclined thinkers who excel in science, math, and engineering. It is the unique combination of spatial reasoning skills that help people who think visually do so much better on the GMAT. 364 pages. Harper Wave. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

7971834 PERSONALITY ISN’T PERMANENT: Break Free from Self-Limiting Beliefs and Rewrite Your Story. By Benjamin Hardy. Offers practical, actionable advice for personal renovation, including why personality tests are not only psychologically destructive but are no more scientific than horoscopes. This book shows a way to create an “emotional intelligence” that actively encourages you through the highs and lows of extreme growth, and more. 256 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

7845510 GOOD MORNING, MONSTER: A Therapist Shares Five Heroic Stories of Breaking Through Horror. By Catherine Schaeffer. Each of Gildiner’s five patients embodies self-reflection, stoicism, perseverance, and forgiveness as they work to face the truth. The abject despair that became hopeful, insightful, and sometimes very funny. It offers a behind the scenes look into the therapist’s office, illustrating how the process can heal irreplaceable wounds. 359 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

7842015 STRANGERS TO OURSELVES: Unsettled Minds and the Stories That Make Us. By Rachel Aviv. Poses fundamental questions about our relationship to the world and to each other. Aviv explores case histories of individuals who have come up against the limits of psychiatric explanation, challenging the way we understand illness. 276 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

7895267 RATIONALITY: What It Is, Why It Seems Scarcely, Why It Matters. By Steven Pinker. Can reading a book make you more rational? Can it help us understand why human irrationality is so much a part of our experience? Pinker answers these important questions. This work also explores its opposite: how the rational pursuit of self-interest can add up to irrationality in society. Illus. 412 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $19.95


7959443 FREELY DECIFERMIN: What the Psychology of the Self Teaches Us About How to Live. By Kevin M. Sheldon. Full of practical insights for anyone hoping to find and pursue their purpose in life. This is an essential guide to recognizing your freedom and using it wisely. 260 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.00 $9.95

7959445 IMPULSE: The Science of Sex and Desire. By J.E. Grant & S.R. Chamberlain. The authors answer questions like is my sex drive or sex behavior normal? Can someone have too much sex? This guide will help you understand common sexual issues, know when to worry (or not) about different sexual behaviors, and learn how our sex lifes adapt to changing technology or in times of crisis. 250 pages. Cambridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

7990045 SENSORY PROCESSING SOLUTIONS: Drug-Free Therapies to Realize Your Child’s Potential. By Sally Fryer Dietz. Dietz explains how children with sensory processing “glitches” are often misunderstood and misdiagnosed. Instead of giving parents new knowledge that can help them succeed naturally, he provides solutions beyond medication and helps you figure out what options are available. 276 pages. PM Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT TO $9.95

7895267 RATIONALITY: What It Is, Why It Seems Scarcely, Why It Matters. By Steven Pinker. Can reading a book make you more rational? Can it help us understand why human irrationality is so much a part of our experience? Pinker answers these important questions. This work also explores its opposite: how the rational pursuit of self-interest can add up to irrationality in society. Illus. 412 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $19.95

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

PRICE CUT TO $3.95

PRICE CUT TO $3.95

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

PRICE CUT TO $19.95

PRICE CUT TO $9.95

RESIDUALS/RESIDUALS/RESIDUALS
**Economics**

**7940017 CATCHING HELL: The Insider Story of Seafood from Ocean to Plate.** By Allen Ricco with J. M. Tully. This book reveals the fact that the American dinner is being fed on a regular basis. The culprit varies, sometimes it’s a chef or restaurant owner trying to cut corners to save money, other times it’s an unsupervised supplier looking to pass off poor product to an unwitting receiver. And the cost of that scam eventually gets passed on to the consumer. Recipes included. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**1978418 DAVOS MAN: How the Billionaire Devoured the World.** By John D. Goodman. A masterwork of reporting and explanatory journalism that exposes how billionaires’ systematic plundering of the world—bracketing during the pandemic—has transformed twenty-first century life and dangerously destabilized democracy.

**7881088 EAT THE RICH, REVISED.** By P.J. O’Rourke. His funny tour de force through the world of economics. Embarks on a quest to investigate “good capitalism” and “bad socialism” and shows why those rich in resources are utterly destitute. 278 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95


**786147 OCEANS OF GRAIN: How American Wheat Remade the World.** By Scott Reynolds Nelson. To understand the rise and fall of empires, we must follow the paths traveled by grain—along the Silk Road across the desert, and across the seas. Nelson reveals how the struggle to dominate these routes transformed the balance of world power. 356 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $17.99


**7798037 THE LORDS OF EASY MONEY: The Federal Reserve at the End of the American Economy.** By Christopher Leonard. Tells the shocking, riveting tale of how quantitative easing is imperiling the American economy through the story of the one man who tried to warn us. This will be the first inside story of how we really got here, and why we face a frightening future. 373 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**7842963 KEYNES: Useful Economics for the Twenty-First Century.** By Viney Ramaswamy. Provides an accessible introduction to Keynesian ideas that connects Keynes’s insights to today’s global economy and offers readers a way to understand the world we are living in.

**7824635 WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO ECONOMICS? A Primer for the Perplexed.** By Robert Skidelsky. Insightful look at how mainstream economics’ quest for scientific certainty has led to a narrow and sterile academic orthodoxy that is unhealthy for the field, and for the societies which base policy decisions on the advice of flawed economic models. 223 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00 $8.95

**7826843 COXKEY’S ARMY: Popular Protest in the Gilded Age.** By Benjamin F. Alexander. Explains why the demands of the Coxeyites—far from being the wild schemes of a small group of cranks—fit into a larger history of economic theories that received serious attention long before the depression. Authors laid down a rough outline of what, some 40 years later, emerged as the New Deal. Illus. 159 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**7895451 50 ECONOMICS IDEAS YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW.** By John Kenneth Galbraith. A series of 50 accessible essays, the author introduces and explains the essential economic concepts needed to understand boom and busts, built and rentals, and how economy affects every aspect of our lives, from buying a house to what you ate for breakfast this morning. 208 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**7825439 THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF NEOLIBERALISM: How Reaganism Gutted America and How to Restore Its Greatness.** By Thom Hartmann. Traces the history on neoliberalism, a set of capitalistic philosophies favoring free trade, low taxes on the rich, financial austerity, and deregulation of big business. Hartmann outlines the destructive impact that neoliberalism has had, looking at how it has increased inequality, impoverished the middle class, and corrupted our nation’s politics. 180 pages. Berrett-Koehler. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**3969517 THE WAR ON CASH.** By David McNee. If you like paying for things with cash, or even have some cash tucked away in your house for a rainy day, then consider yourself warned. This account blows the cover off the intimidating butchery of another battle in the war on cash.

**786649 AGES OF AMERICAN CAPITALISM: A History of the United States.** By Jonathan Levy. Traces the evolution of American capitalism from the colonial era to the present and argues that we’ve reached yet another turning point that will define the era ahead. Levy proves that, contrary to political dogma, capitalism in the United States has never been just one thing. Instead, it has morphed throughout the country’s history. 908 pages. Random. Pub. at $40.00 $13.95

**7899463 THE DEFICIT MYTH: How to Build a Better Economy.** By Stephanie Kelton. Exploration of modern monetary theory (MMT) offers a new understanding of how our economy works and how to deal with critical issues ranging from poverty to income inequality to health care, climate change, and building resilient infrastructure. Any ambitious proposal inevitably runs into how to fund the money to pay for it.

**7915903 GLOBAL IMBALANCES AND THE LESSONS OF BRETTON WOODS.** By Barry Eichengreen. The current Bretton Woods-like international financial system, featuring large current account deficits in the center country, the U.S., and massive reserve accumulation by the periphery, is not sustainable. Illus. 187 pages. MIT Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**7973774 FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS.** By Michael Carter. Includes a thorough treatment of such mathematical tools as set theory, real number systems, and game theory.

**7856400 INORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Concepts and Applications.** By John D. Green. A focused treatment of the field that will appeal to both students and practitioners in the field. The book offers a comprehensive treatment of the subject that is both rigorous and accessible.

**8321687 MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS: A Survey.** By Yoram Bauman. This book offers a comprehensive treatment of the subject that is both rigorous and accessible.

**7937121 THE BIG FAIL: What the Pandemic Revealed About Who America Protects and Who It Leaves Behind.** By J. Nocera & B. McLean. An expansive, insightful account on what the pandemic did to the economy and how American capitalism has jumped the rails and is essential reading to understand where we’re going next. 430 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**7810555 CONFESSIONS OF AN ECONOMIC HIT MAN, 3RD EDITION.** By John Perkins. An economic hit man (EHM) strategy, exposes corruption on an international scale, and offers solutions for curing the global Debt Economy. Provides a source of hope for radical economic change and inspires readers to participate in a new era of global cooperation. 371 pages. Portfolio. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**7793188 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO ECONOMICS.** By Thomas J. DiLorenzo. Economics is about the choice between freedom and prosperity on the one hand and tyranny and poverty on the other. In this spirited guide, real economists provide an indispensible education on the free-market economics, is common sense governed by experience. 242 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**84694 CRISIS AT THE GATE: How the Collapse of Local Airports Will Save the World.** By Johan Norberg. Norberg restates the case for capitalism and the vital role played by the free market in today’s uncertain world. Ultimately, he argues that a revival of free capitalism will not only squeeze the growth out of the economy but also deepen an already large social exclusion for the vulnerable–for the world’s poor, it would be a killing blow. 340 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $19.99 $24.95


**7786031 THE FINANCE CURSE: How Global Finance Is Making Us All Poorer.** By Nicholas Shaxson. Describes how the western world re-engineered the global economic order in the last half-century. It’s aim became not creating wealth but extracting it from the underlying economy. A must-read for anyone interested in understanding the state of the world today. 376 pages. Grove. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**7738072 FREAKONOMICS, REVISED EDITION: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side of Everything.** By S. J. Levitt & J. E. Dubner. What’s a good gu or a swimming pool? How much do parents really matter? This work reveals the answers to these and many more questions.

**7768338 SOLD OUT: How Broken Supply Chains, Surging Inflation, and Political Instability Will Sink the Global Economy.** By Nouriel Roubini. Reveals how we arrived at this threshold, points out clues to the future, and prepares us for what’s next. Roubini details why the remedy to our current problems is not a patchwork of fixes but rather an entirely reinvented supply chain. He looks at the future of money, including the demise of the American dollar itself, and more. 247 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $29.00 $17.95

**7946113 THE BIG FALL: What the Pandemic Revealed About Who America Protects and Who It Leaves Behind.** By J. Nocera & B. McLean. An expansive, insightful account on what the pandemic did to the economy and how American capitalism has jumped the rails and is essential reading to understand where we’re going next. 430 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95
8780730 The CLOCK MIRAGE: Our Myth of Measured Time. By Joseph Mazur. What is time? This question has fascinated philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists for millennia. Mazur provides an innovative, engaging exploration of how the understanding of time has evolved throughout history and offers a philosophically compelling attempt to understand the concept of time and its implications for our understanding of the universe.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

SOLD OUT

8780700 WATERPOWER IN LOWELL: Engaging Science in Nineteenth-Century America. By Patrick M. Malone. Demonstrates how innovative engineering and the environmental impacts of technology helped make Lowell, Massachusetts, a potent symbol of industrial America. Explains the role of waterpower and other natural resources in shaping the city's history.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt takes readers on a sweeping tour of more than 2,000 years of scientific thought to show how Occam’s razor sharpens and shapes the universe. By Johnnie McFadden. Takes readers on a sweeping tour of more than 2,000 years of scientific thought to show how Occam’s razor sharpens and shapes the universe.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

SOLD OUT

7795813 WHAT’S GOTTEN INTO YOU: The Story of Your Body’s Almonds, from the Big Bang Through Last Night’s Dinner. By Dan Levitt. Tells the awe-inspiring story of the elements that make up the human body, and how these building blocks traveled billions of miles across billions of years to make us who we are. 358 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.00.

$7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinnest of lines that encompass the latter with the former. The result is an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries, from breakthroughs in mathematics and physics to fundamental questions about all science as the principle of relativity to quantum mechanics.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

4945468 MATH WITHOUT NUMBERS. By Milo Beckman. 207 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

SOLD OUT


PRICE CUT to $3.95

SOLD OUT

7795953 HYBRID FEEDBACK CONTROL. By Ricardo G. Sanfelice. A state-of-the-art introduction to hybrid control systems and developing new tools for their analysis and design. Sanfelice offers a unified control theory framework, filling an important gap in the control theory literature. 326 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00

PRICE CUT to $14.95

8779427 THE PERFECT BET: How Science and Math are Taking the Luck Out of Gambling. By Adam Kucharski. Follows the mathematicians and statisticians who have changed the world of gambling. 326 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95


PRICE CUT to $14.95


PRICE CUT to $14.95


$17.95


PRICE CUT to $9.95


PRICE CUT to $14.95


$7.95


PRICE CUT to $7.95


$5.95

4084001 THE MATH BOOK. Ed. by KarlWarri. 351 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00

$9.95


$7.95


$3.95

4945468 MATH WITHOUT NUMBERS. By Milo Beckman. 207 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

SOLD OUT

8785041 HOW OCCAM’S RAZOR SET SCIENCE FREE AND SHAPES THE UNIVERSE. By Johnnie McFadden. Takes readers on a sweeping tour of more than 2,000 years of scientific thought to show how Occam’s razor sharpens and shapes the universe.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinnest of lines that encompass the latter with the former. The result is an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries, from breakthroughs in mathematics and physics to fundamental questions about all science as the principle of relativity to quantum mechanics.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

8795813 WHAT’S GOTTEN INTO YOU: The Story of Your Body’s Almonds, from the Big Bang Through Last Night’s Dinner. By Dan Levitt. Tells the awe-inspiring story of the elements that make up the human body, and how these building blocks traveled billions of miles across billions of years to make us who we are. 358 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.00.

$7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinnest of lines that encompass the latter with the former. The result is an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries, from breakthroughs in mathematics and physics to fundamental questions about all science as the principle of relativity to quantum mechanics.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

7795813 WHAT’S GOTTEN INTO YOU: The Story of Your Body’s Almonds, from the Big Bang Through Last Night’s Dinner. By Dan Levitt. Tells the awe-inspiring story of the elements that make up the human body, and how these building blocks traveled billions of miles across billions of years to make us who we are. 358 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.00.

$7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinnest of lines that encompass the latter with the former. The result is an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries, from breakthroughs in mathematics and physics to fundamental questions about all science as the principle of relativity to quantum mechanics.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

7795813 WHAT’S GOTTEN INTO YOU: The Story of Your Body’s Almonds, from the Big Bang Through Last Night’s Dinner. By Dan Levitt. Tells the awe-inspiring story of the elements that make up the human body, and how these building blocks traveled billions of miles across billions of years to make us who we are. 358 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.00.

$7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinnest of lines that encompass the latter with the former. The result is an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries, from breakthroughs in mathematics and physics to fundamental questions about all science as the principle of relativity to quantum mechanics.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

SOLD OUT

7795813 WHAT’S GOTTEN INTO YOU: The Story of Your Body’s Almonds, from the Big Bang Through Last Night’s Dinner. By Dan Levitt. Tells the awe-inspiring story of the elements that make up the human body, and how these building blocks traveled billions of miles across billions of years to make us who we are. 358 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.00.

$7.95

SOLD OUT

1942837 WHEN EINSTEIN WALKED WITH GODDEL: Excursions to the Edge of Thought. By Jim Holt. In this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human mind, the cosmos, and the thinnest of lines that encompass the latter with the former. The result is an entertaining and accessible guide to the most profound scientific and mathematical ideas of recent centuries, from breakthroughs in mathematics and physics to fundamental questions about all science as the principle of relativity to quantum mechanics.

PRICE CUT to $7.95
214 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $25.95

7842678 LIFE’S EDGE: The Search for What It Means to Be Alive. By Carl Zimmer. Zimmer tries his own hand at evolving life in a test tube, with unsettling results. Charting the obsession with Dr. Franklin’s monster and how the world briefly believed that radium was the source of all life, he leads us into the labs and minds of humans engineering life. Illus. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95


7907586 THE END OF LIFE AS WE KNOW IT: Ominous News from the Frontiers of Science. By Michael Guillen. Taking us on a revealing tour of the world of science, Guillen explores...
**Insects**

7947135 ATTRACTING BENEFICIAL BUGS TO YOUR GARDEN, REVISED SECOND EDITION: An Natural Approach to Pest Control. By Jessica Walliser. Introduces dozens of pest-eating beneficial insects, from predatory ladybirds to minute pirate bugs. Packed with parasites and robber flies. Walliser share information on how these amazing insects work and what to plant to keep them on pest patrol in your garden for years to come. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Condor Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 7918208 EXTINCT & ENDANGERED Insects in Peril. Leon Levon Biss. A joint project of photographer Blaise and the American Museum of Natural History, contains indelible images of 40 extinct or endangered species, selected by a team of scientists from the twenty most endangered insect extinctions worldwide. Extra-deep frames, plus other fascinating beetle photos, you won’t find anywhere else. 32 pages of color photos. 345 pages. New Society Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

**1999992 KEEPING BEES WITH A SMILE: Principles and Practice of Natural Beekeeping. By Fred Lazarin with L. Shashkin. This is an invaluable resource for apiculture beginners and professionals alike, complete with plans for making bee-hive boxes from clear plastic. Features hundreds of photos with extra-deep frames, plus other fascinating beekeeping advice you won’t find anywhere else. 32 pages of color photos. 345 pages. New Society Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

**7886217 RAISING RESILIENT BEES: Heritage Techniques to Mitigate Mites, Preserve Locally Adapted Genemics, and Grow Your Apiary. By Joy & Eric McEwen. Introduces revived and adapted heritage integrated Pest Management techniques; methods to naturally rear queens and select for resilient, mite-resistant genetic lines without relying on swarming or grafting. Fully illus. in color. 254 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**7995154 BUZZ: A Book of Happiness for Bee Lovers. Compiled by Adam Langstroth. Takes a close-up look at this fascinating, photogenic, and beneficial creature, capturing bees in all their beauty and increased awareness (every bee has a job to do) to quirky (they communicate using the waggle dance). Includes quotes from poets, philosophers, conservationists and, of course, Winnie the Pooh. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Exisle. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.50

**7795900 THE LIVES OF BEETLES: A Natural History of Coleoptera. By Arthur V. Evans. A richly illustrated introduction to the world of beetles. Individual chapters cover beetles’ structure and function; evolution; diversity, classification, and distribution; communication, reproduction, and behavior; and ecology and use of selected groups. With ex tra-deep frames, plus other fascinating information about biology, medicine, science, and technology, and study and conservation. 288 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00

**794487X BEES OF COSTA RICA. By Paul Hanson et al. Costa Rica is home to 117 bee genera and approximately 700 bee species. Focusing on five bee fam iliies present in Costa Rica, the authors describe the bees’ general physical traits, foraging and nesting behaviors, food sources, and more. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Comstock. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**7821409 HYMENOPTERA: The Natural History & Diversity of Wasps, Bees, and Ants. By Ross Piper. Provides a colorful overview of the natural history and diversity of Hymenoptera, an enormous and diverse order of insects including saw flies, bees, spider wasps, parasitic wasps, sand wasps and ants, along with many other groups of social and solitary wasps. Essential information about importance, behavior and biology is provided for each group. Fully illus. in color. 648 pages. Oxford University Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95


**4885294 BEETLES OF WESTERN NORTH AMERICA. By Paul D. Brock. Fully illus. 624 pages. Princeton. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00


**496831X THE LAST BUTTERFLIES: A Scientist’s Quest to Save a Rare and Rythym Text. By Steven Balcombe. 352 pages of color photos. 250 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


**4819934 WHAT INSECTS DO, AND WHY. By Ross Piper. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95


**DVO 1920405 EDIBLE INSECTS: NOVA. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

---

**Fishing & Hunting**

2713993 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GUNSMITHING, SECOND REVISED EDITION: Gun Care and Repair. By Charles Edward Green. We highly detailed and essential reference is for the gun enthusiast and gunsmith alike. In more chapters of exceptionally clear prose, this guide answers every question you might ask yourself. For the gun collector, or home defender could have on topics such as: drawings and blueprints; stock design; stock repairs and alterations; and many more. 480 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

**7743572 SHOOT TO WIN, 2ND EDITION: Target Shooting, Trap, Skeet, Riffle, and Shotgun Shooter. By Chris Cheng. An excellent guide for beginning shooters, this focuses on the basics and ammunition of pistols, revolvers, shotguns, and fundamentals, and buying a firearm. Also covers dry fire practice; firearm accessories; safely storing your firearm; cleaning and maintaining your guns; and much more. Illus. in color. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


**7793842 SAVAGE MODEL 1895, 1899 & 99 RIFLES, VOLUME 2: Engraved and Shooting Models. By David E. Royal. Nine of Savage’s first model, the 1895, were manufactured by Marlin and Remington in 1910. Andrew Dauenhauer engraved those in-house. Congratulate you on your life of伊拉. The Model 1899s were engraved by Emch Tut and featured a great variety of engraving a long list of other enhancements. The Model 99s were available with engraving sporadically until the end of production. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Schiffer. 11¾x8¼. 35

**4982908 HANDGUNS FOR SELF-DEFENSE: A Guide to Choosing and Using Your Weapon. By David Nash. Begs the question of training of comfort around firearms, understanding and applying firearm fundamentals will increase your proficiency. This must-have guide provides a fully understood with explanations of what shooters need to do to fire more accurately. It is a valuable resource for gun owners covering every aspect of firearm possession and use. Color photos. 140 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99
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**Animals**

**DVD**

**779003X FELLOWSHIP OF THE WHALES: NATURE.** In Hawaii, where new land is born as volcanic birth takes place. This documentary follows the first day of a baby humpback whale’s life. Over the 12 months she will learn many skills from her mother, and the two of them will make a several thousand mile journey together to Alaska’s southeast coast and back, 55 minutes. Question.

**$7.95**

**7850355** **Dinosaur Tracks: The Next Steps.** Ed. by Peter L. Finkham. The uses and advances in palaeontological technology that are showcased in this comprehensive and timely volume, in which leading researchers and research groups describe the latest developments in the study of dinosaur tracks. Well illustrated. in color. 418 pages. INP.

**$19.95**

**7781681** **NEW WORLD MONKEYS: The Evolutionary Odyssey.** By Alfred C. Rosenberger. Brings to live the beauty of evolution and biodiversity in action among South and Central American primates, who are now recognized as the 16 living genera of New World monkeys and a fossil record that shows that their ancestors have lived in the same ecological niches for up to 20 million years to only now find themselves impacted by the extinction crisis. Well illustrated. Some in color. 334 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $45.00

**$9.95**


**$9.95**

**7942370** **CROCODILE UNDONE: The Biocultural Text of Australia’s Finest.** By Marcus Beanes-Rock. Across the world, animals are being domesticated at an unprecedented rate and scale. Beanes-Rock seeks the common thread which links the domestication of Australia’s native animals, arguing that domestication is part of a process by which late modernity threatens to undo the world. Photos. 224 pages. Price: $19.95

**$9.95**

**7894048** **SEXUS ANIMALIS: There Is Nothing Unnatural in Nature.** By Emmanuelle Pouydebat. Illus. by J. Terrazoni. Tells us everything we never dreamed we wanted to know about the reproductive systems, genital organs, and sexual behavior of animals. Includes studies of 200 species, fruits to fruit flies. We find heterosexual, lesbian, gay, and bisexual behavior, as well as monogamy, polygamy, and polyandry, not to mention a multiplicity of sex organs and their possible workings. Full color. 183 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95

**$19.95**

**7900414** **METHUSELAH’S ZOO: What Nature Can Teach Us About Living Longer.** By Steven N. Austad. Is there anything the human can do for the first longevity of some animals in the wild? Tells the stories of some extraordinary animals, considering why, for example, animal species that fly live longer than earthbound species and why animal life is increasingly fragile in all of them. Photos. 301 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**$17.95**

**7989414** **WILDLIFE ANATOMY: The Curious Lives & Features of Wild Animals Around the World.** By Julia Rothman with L. Hille. Introduces the wonderland wild animals, inhabit our planet and explore their distinctive features, behaviors, and amazing abilities through the delightful drawings of Julia Rothman. Appealing to readers of all ages. 208 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**$14.95**

**781203** **ARCTIC FOX: The Top of the World.** By Garry Hamilton, photos by N. Rosing. Tells the fascinating story of the Arctic fox, from its evolutionary beginnings to its current life in the far north: mating, caring for its young, and scavenging, its relationship with the polar bear and other arctic inhabitants, and the never-ending struggle for survival in a changing climate. Photos. 231 pages. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**$24.95**

**7893891** **PIGGASO: The Painting Pig That Saved a Sanctuary.** By Joanne Latson. This is the extraordinary, big-hearted tale of a woman and her work with the outdoors. It is the story of the fox, from its evolutionary beginnings to its current life in the far north: mating, caring for its young, and scavenging, its relationship with the polar bear and other arctic inhabitants, and the never-ending struggle for survival in a changing climate. Photos. 231 pages. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**$24.95**

**7951517** **HANDBOOK OF MAMMALS OF MADAGASCAR.** By Nick Garbutt. This work covers all 217 native species. The species accounts are up to date and include description, identification, habitat, distribution, behavior, and where to see the species. Also includes chapters on Madagascar’s regions and habitats, threats to the mammals, conservation and protected areas, and important mammal-watching sites, as well as a section on extinct mammals. Full color. 486 pages. Price: $49.95

**$34.95**

**7976799** **BAT ISLAND: A Rare Journey into the Hidden World of Tropical Bats.** By Judy Bailey. In the last four decades, scientists at the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute have studied the movements of more than 300 bats on Barro Colorado Island in Panama, where 76 species coexist. Now Smithsonian scientists’ expertise pairs with the stunning photography of a National Geographic staff photographer to bring this 160-page journey to life. Mandalay. 11x14x10%. Price: $50.00

**$37.95**

**7976708** **MIND-BLOWING FACTS ABOUT THE PLANET’S STRANGEST ANIMALS.** By Kylee Keen. This captivating collection of unusual animal facts transports you across countries and includes studies of 200 species, from the peculiar creatures that call our planet home. Discover a plethora of animal behaviors, diets, habitats and more with over 60 funny, scaly and feathered friends. Well illustrated. In color. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99

**$17.95**

**7864353** **THE GIANT OTTER: Giants of the Amazon.** By Jessica Groenendijk. There are many reasons why scientists and tourists alike are fascinated by the giant otter. Spend the day in the life of a close-knit giant otter family and you’ll realize why. They became the target of people and their guns in the early 1970s, but today it is illegal, so why is the giant otter still endangered? Well illustrated. In color. 216 pages.

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**7495896** **Lplaced of Extinction and the Photographic Record.** By Errol Fuller. A unique photographic record of extinction, presented by a world authority on vanished animals. Full color. 224 pages. Price: $14.95

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7505727** **ZOOPORTRAITS.** Text by S. Brauer, photos by Y. Partal. A fun, creative, and educational collection of photographs that focuses on the animal kingdom. These zany portraits are divided into three main areas, portrait, educational, and awareness, 156 pages. teNeues. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**7799002** **MYSTERY BIG CATS.** By Merrily Harpur. Over 1000 people a year in the U.K. report seeing “big cats,” possibly panthers or pumas. How do these animals escaped from zoos? Big cat tracker Harpur interviews farmers, gamekeepers, policemen, and even parents who have seen curious cats on the run school. She discovers these felines may be far wilder than we imagine and more. Illus. 246 pages. Squeeze Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7693761** **EVERY LIVING THING.** By James Herriot. This heartwarming tribute to animals and the humans who love them brings back old favorites such as Tricki Woo, and introduces new friends, including Herriot’s children Rosie and Jimmy and the heartbreaking advice on living in harmony with bears. Full color. 224 pages. Squire Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7776446** **GIANTS OF THE LOST WORLD: Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Monsters of Southern California.** By Donald Prothero. Brings to life the beauty of evolution and biodiversity in action among South and Central American primates, who are now recognized as the 16 living genera of New World monkeys and a fossil record that shows that their ancestors have lived in the same ecological niches for up to 20 million years to only now find themselves impacted by the extinction crisis. Well illustrated. Some in color. 334 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $45.00

**$9.95**

**7788037** **WATCH THE BEAR: A Half Century with the Brown Bears of Alaska.** By Dee F. Stone. Black bear, raccoons, and science, Stonorov provides an inquiry into brown bear communication and social behavior as well as advice on living in harmony with bears. Through good science made accessible, he offers readers an engaging and breathtaking journey into the world of a legendary but often misunderstood species. 16 pages of photos. 209 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7984210** **KOALA: Natural History and an Uncertain Future.** By Danielle Cloke. Investigates the remarkable physiology of these charismatic creatures. Born the size of tiny ‘jelly beans,’ possum face an uphill battle, from climate change to human expansion. For weaned or reared on a toxic diet of gum-tree leaves, the koala’s single source of food. Cloke explains how they are simultaneously threatened with extinction in some areas due to disease and habitat loss. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**4927454** **NATURAL WONDERS OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND.** By Mark Hendricks. As Assateague Island, primarily known for its population of wild horses and pristine beaches, is a magical yet peaceful place, people have experienced all of its natural wonders throughout the seasons. 190 color photos that captures the true rare moments with 344 pages. Scholar. Pub. at $24.99

**PRICE CUT to $17.95**
Science & Nature for Children

**771398** MY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK ABOUT DINOSAURS. By Dennis R. Shooly. Illustrations by J. Plant. Learn all about the latest dinosaur discoveries, including research that shows that many dinosaurs were feathered and the birds with close relatives of dinosaurs. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. $4.95

**766956** THE FEARSOME WORLD OF DINOSAURS. By Pat Jacobs. Meet some of the most incredible creatures to have ever walked the earth. From legless lizards to reptiles that ruled the skies, see how these monsters became the hunters of our world. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Wide Eyed. 10¼ x 12¾. Pub. at $30.00


**775459** BIOLOGY FOR KIDS: The Ultimate Field Guide. By Peter Heinecke. Discover the lives of amazing biologists, past and present, and then keep learning with experiments inspired by their discoveries that will keep young ones engaged and interested! In color. 128 pages. Quarry. 8¼ x 11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

**795143** INSIDE OUT SHARKS. By David George Gordon. This fascinating look at sharks includes a die-cut model of a great white that reveals how these much-misunderstood creatures operate, layer by layer! Ages 8-10. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Bóveda & Mayer. 8¼ x 11. Pub. at $14.99.

**771732** ANCIENT ANIMALS: Terror Bird. By Sarah L. Thomson, illus. By A. Plant. The terror bird could stand as tall as a basketball hoop with strong beaks designed to hunt. For sixty million years, the terror bird thrived, and almost every other animal could be considered its prey. How it eventually became extinct is revealed in this informative 32-page title. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Charlesbridge. Pub. at $12.95.

**787120** STRANGE NATURE: Insect Portraits of Levon Biss. By Levon Biss. A unique photographic study of insects in mind-blowing magnification that celebrates the wonders of nature and science. Biss’ award-winning technique in breathtaking detail the beauty of the insect world and is printed in large scale formats to provide an unforgettable viewing experience. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color. 36 pages. Abrams. 10¼ x 10½. Pub. at $18.95.


**780776** THE BIG BOOK OF DINOSAURS. Text by C. Banti, illus. by F. Cosarca. Some dinosaurs were huge, bigger than boats and even your house. Then there were others that were smaller than your bicycle! You’ll find them here. Come and meet them all! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. Shelter Harbor. 11¼ x 15¼. Pub. at $19.95.

**78726X** SMITHSONIAN PREHISTORIC: Dinosaurs, Megalodons, and Other Fascinating Creatures of the Deep Past. By Kathleen Weidner Zoellner, illus. by S. Ventrella. Traveling back in time, stop at the undersea ruins and follow the fascinating creatures that once lived in the ocean. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.

**788634** WHEN PLANTS TOOK OVER THE PLANET: The Amazing Story of Plant Evolution. By Chris Throogood, illus. by A. G. Glamps. From the first simple organ to a complex living plant, we learn how plants evolved. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $17.95.

**793404** FLY GUY PRESENTS: Space. By Tedd Arnold. Join Fly Guy and Buzz in a visit to a space museum and learn all about space with fun facts, humorous illustrations of Fly Guy and Buzz, and wonderful photography throughout. This is sure to be a hit with budding astronauts everywhere. Ages 4-8. Scholastic. Paperback. $4.95

**794041** THE NIGHT FLOWER. By Lara Hawthorne. As the summer sun sets over the desert, creatures of the night comes to life for a very special event. The saguaro cactus is about to bloom. Join pollinating fruit bats, howling mice, and other animals on their journey to visit the blooming flower and learn more about it. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. in color. 30 pages. Scholastic. 8½ x 11¼. Paperback. $5.95

**78385X** THE HUMAN BODY: Adventures in Science. By Courtney Cardina. Meet the much-misunderstood creatures that once roamed the earth. From the digestive tract to the cornea, kids can assemble their own plastic skeleton and use the included stickers to put the organs and bones in the proper places on the double-sided poster. The perfect primer for learning about how the human body works. Ages 6 & up. Silver Dolphin. 10¼ x 13. Paperback. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**783758** DINOSAURS: Future Genius. Meet the creatures that ruled the Earth before humans! You’ll learn how these creatures came to exist, what they sounded like, and what they looked like. Uncover even more facts through tons of fun activities, puzzles, quizzes, videos, and more! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tiger Tales. Pub. at $19.95.


**7819218** THE ULTIMATE BUG FIELD GUIDE. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.

**787218** THE ULTIMATE BUG FIELD GUIDE. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.


**579074** FLORIDA: A First Impressions Guide. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.

**783955** THE ULTIMATE BUG FIELD GUIDE. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.

**7819218** THE ULTIMATE BUG FIELD GUIDE. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.

**787218** THE ULTIMATE BUG FIELD GUIDE. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.

**7819218** THE ULTIMATE BUG FIELD GUIDE. By Sarah L. Thomas, illus. by S. Storm. Explore the coral reefs and shifting continents that have shaped the earth we breathe, but where did they come from? Step back in time on a prehistoric plant safari to find out! Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Oop! Pub. at $16.95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7894605</td>
<td>THROUGH GLACIER PARK.</td>
<td>By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Published in 1916.</td>
<td>26 pages</td>
<td>Little, Brown</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968549</td>
<td>A YEAR IN THE COUNTRY 2022.</td>
<td>This heartwarming volume is packed with first-hand, reader shared stories that pull you into the “good life.” Lose yourself in scenic adventures, try your hand at homemade crafts, and treat your family to delicious down-home recipes.</td>
<td>192 pages</td>
<td>RDO Entertainer</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7726034</td>
<td>A LIFE ON OUR PLANET: My Witness Statement and a Vision for the Future.</td>
<td>By David Attenborough.</td>
<td>112 pages</td>
<td>Firefly</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7831513</td>
<td>A LIFE ON OUR PLANET: My Witness Statement and a Vision for the Future.</td>
<td>By David Attenborough. Having been witness to the decline of our planet’s wild places and its biodiversity, Attenborough argues we have one final chance to create the perfect home for ourselves and restore the wonderful world we inherited—all without leaving the Central. Color photos. 266 pages.</td>
<td>Grand Central</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7844441</td>
<td>THE WASP THAT BRAINWASHED THE CATERPILLAR: Evolution’s Most Unbelievable Solutions to Life’s Biggest Problems.</td>
<td>By Matt Simon. A fascinating exploration of the ways evolution tricked us. We’ll introduce you to the creatures that have figured it out, the ones that argue we have one final chance to create the perfect home for ourselves and restore the wonderful world we inherited—all without leaving the Central. Color photos. 266 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7847224</td>
<td>THE BIRDS AND WILDLIFE ESCAPE AND FIELD GUIDE: The Basics You Need to Pack, Know, and Do to Survive in the Wild.</td>
<td>By Dave Canterbury.</td>
<td>112 pages</td>
<td>Adams Media</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7847264</td>
<td>ALL ABOUT LIGHTNING.</td>
<td>By Martin A. Uman.</td>
<td>167 pages</td>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7847265</td>
<td>EASY GUIDES: THE BIRDS AND WILDLIFE ESCAPE AND FIELD GUIDE.</td>
<td>By Andrew Ross.</td>
<td>112 pages</td>
<td>Princeton Architectural</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7847266</td>
<td>BACKPACKER MAGAZINE’S OUTDOOR SURVIVAL STORIES AND THE LESSONS LEARNED.</td>
<td>By Molly Absolon.</td>
<td>Recounts a variety of outdoor survival stories, from encounters with deadly wildlife in the Amazon rain forests and the Carpathian mountains in Canada, including both native and alien species. Well illus. in color. 456 pages.</td>
<td>HMH Publishing</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>785634X</td>
<td>PREPPER’S PANTRY.</td>
<td>By Daisy Luther.</td>
<td>A one year food supply means freedom. It means that you are less subject to the whims of the economy or personal financial emergencies. This guide is a detailed compendium of all things food, from the kitchen to the wilderness.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Canyon Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7869559</td>
<td>EARTH: One Amazing Day.</td>
<td>WideScreen. From the BBC’s internationally renowned, award-winning Natural History unit comes the second release in this extraordinary series of films about our home on Earth. This offers comprehensive portraits of land, wildlife and peoples of the Western Hemisphere and Antarctica including Land of the Eagle; Spirits of the Jaguar; Wild South America; and Arctic Ice.</td>
<td>Questar</td>
<td>Pub. at $59.99</td>
<td>SOLD OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7868684</td>
<td>BACKPACKER MAGAZINE’S OUTDOOR SURVIVAL STORIES AND THE LESSONS LEARNED.</td>
<td>By Andrew Ross.</td>
<td>Recounts a variety of outdoor survival stories, from encounters with deadly wildlife in the Amazon rain forests and the Carpathian mountains in Canada, including both native and alien species. Well illus. in color. 160 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wipcek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7868685</td>
<td>PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO MEDICINAL PLANTS AND HERBS OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA, THIRD EDITION.</td>
<td>By J.W. Fears.</td>
<td>Presents a clear and concise text identifying the most significant medicinal plants in the eastern and central United States. Many are rarely found in the backyard and beyond. 101 pages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Healthy Cooking & Special Diets


NUTRITION & Weight Management

1963590 THE WAR AGAINST VIRUSES: How the Science of Optimal Nutrition Can Save Your Life. By Lynne Burke. In this work Burke-Mason addresses how readers can help reduce the risk and severity of COVID-19 infection. But this goes much further than how to stay healthy; nutrients are responsible for differences in how people respond to the virus. 212 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

1975202 THE FASTING FIX: Eat Smarter, Fast Better, Live Longer. By Andreas Michalson with S. Kirschen-Brouns. In this work Michalson lays out the clear, indisputable science that fasting, when combined with a healthy lifestyle and nutrition, can extend life. 386 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00

9786580 KETO FOR LIFE: Reset Your Biological Clock in 21 Days and Optimize Your Diet for Longevity. By Mark Sisson with B. Keats. Discover how to work within the body’s metabolic rhythms and for all and incorporate the most potent ketogenic superfoods and supplements available to boost brain function and protect against heart disease, delay in your sleep habits and recovery patterns for an immediate energy boost, and successfully manage modern-life stressors. Includes more than 80 delicious keto recipes. 16 pages of color photos. 304 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $27.99

1975157 BALLERINA BODY: Dancing and Eating Your Way to a Leaner, Stronger, and More Graceful You. By Misty Copeland. In her first health and fitness guide, Copeland shows how to achieve and maintain a lean and stronger, and how to refine the body you were born with to be lean and flexible, with step by step advice, meal plans, and exercises. Well illus. by Barry. Harper. 222 pages. Pub. at $27.99

1979085 THE AUTOIMMUNE PROTOCOL: 150 Answers to the Most Common Questions About Losing Weight, Feeling Great, and Getting Healthy! By J. Schapiro & H. Rich. Idealistic in their approach without compromising, the authors drive expert advice to readers and the tools to know what is truly important and relevant to their overall health. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95

780447 EAT IT! The Most Sustainable Diet and Workout Ever Made. By J. Syatt & M. Vacanti. Personal trainers explain how you can enjoy your favorite foods from Mother Nature, enjoyed in a balanced, plant-powered recipes and guided workout routines, and gain the health benefits of color. 262 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00


785416 21-DAY KETO MAGIC: Eat Fat for Fuel & Keep It Off. By Michael Mosley. The secret to this new approach is that it combines keto with intermittent fasting, which means you go into ketosis faster while also being able to enjoy delicious Mediterranean-style food. Includes protein-rich, low-carb recipes and easy to follow menus. 284 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.95

4960264 THE CELERY JUICE BOOK: 300 Proven Health Benefits of the Famous Cold-Pressed, Nutrition-Packed Recipe! By Melissa Petitto. Juicing, blending, and using celery juice and celery stocks in your day to day diet can help increase energy, optimize weight loss, balanced blood sugars, and help strengthen your body against a variety of chronic illnesses. Discover the best practices; how to make celery juice; green juice; celery stocks, dressings, soups, and mains recipes. Color photos. 160 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $16.99

788478 VEGAN INTERMITTENT FASTING: Lose Weight, Reduce Inflammation, and Improve Your Health by Using the Keto Way. By P. Bracht & M. Fiatt. In this completely plant-based program and guide to 16:8 fasting, you’ll unlock all the benefits of the keto diet, without feeling hungry. Included are over 100 balanced, plant-powered recipes and guided exercises to boost your fasting plan’s effectiveness. Color photos. 278 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

875203 THE CASE FOR KETO: Rethinking Weight Control and the Science and Practice of Low-Carb/High-Fat Eating. By Gary Taubes. Reveals why the established rules about eating healthfully might be the wrong approach to weight loss for most people, and how low-carbohydrate, high-fat ketogenic diets can help many of us achieve and maintain a healthy weight for life. Illus. 288 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

4922212 WHAT TO EAT WHEN: A Strategic Plan to Improve Your Health & Life Through Food. By Michael F. Roizen et al. Reveals that the internal clock that drives our lives—when we sleep and when we wake—also affects how we process food. In investigating the diet gurus, sorting out the most popular diets of our time, and looking at hundreds of friends. Over 125 recipes that follow today’s current nutrition guidelines, will bring good health to your life 16 pages of color photos. 294 pages. Health Communications. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


197065X IMMUNITY FOOD FIX: How to Power Up Your Immune System for Wonder Days. By Barry Estabrook. Join the authors on their scavenger hunt for the best food to power your immune system, and how to do it; why some programs work for some people (and don’t for others), how you can adapt what you discover in this work to your own lifestyle; and more. 364 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99


Exercise & Fitness

7834861 ULTIMATE GUIDE TO WEIGHT-FREE EXERCISES. By Hollis Letterman. More than 100 weight-loss exercises that you can do anytime, anywhere. Step by step instructions and detailed illustrations guide you through each exercise to help you perform them safely and with confidence. All the major muscle groups are covered in this helpful guide. ShopWorn. Color photos. 400 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2019083 7756984 THE FISH ON MY PLATE: Frontline. Widescreen. As part of his quest to investigate the health of the ocean—and his own—Greenberg spends a year eating celery juice from a breakfast, lunch, and dinner, eating over 700 fish meals in hopes to improve his health through a dramatic increase in his Omega-3 levels. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. SDH. 90 minutes. PBS.
**Exercise & Fitness**

**4733684** THE MICRO-WORKOUT PLAN. By Tom Holland. For busy people who don’t have time to exercise. Tom Holland shares the knowledge he’s gained from 30 years in the fitness industry and he explains why micro-workouts succeed, and offers a manageable fitness workout that includes a step-by-step photographic section of 80 exercises teaching proper form. 210 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

**7793842** QIGONG MEDITATION, SECOND EDITION: Embryonic Breathing. By Yang, Jing-Ming. 395 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95. PRICE CUT TO $24.95


**Beauty & Skin Care**

**7874545** TIMELESS BEAUTY: Over 100 Tips, Secrets, and Shortcuts to Looking Great. By Christie Brinkley with S. Wadyka. Shaping the secrets she’s learned on what to eat, how to apply makeup, how to keep your hair shiny and your face glowing, super-model Christie Brinkley will show you how to look like a knockout at any age. Full color in 208 pages. Grand Central. B/8 x 10 1/2. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT TO $9.95


**7846886** BEYOND BEAUTIFUL: Using the Power of Your Mind and Aesthetic Breakthroughs to Look Naturally Young and Radiant. By Doris Day with J. Gould. Will teach you how to improve your self perception, expand breakthrough treatments and products and when to use them, and give you a roadmap to become the most youthful, beautiful version of yourself! Learn how to boost self-confidence, fight aging, tighten your chin and neck, treat acne scarring, and so much more. Color photos. 248 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $28.00. 7762615 NATURAL BEAUTY WITH COCONUT OIL: 50 Homemade Beauty Tips and Recipes for Perfectly Radiant Skin. By Lucy Bee. Bee has put together all her favorite recipes, tips and ideas for combining coconut oil with cupboard staples and other natural ingredients to enhance every other aspect of your health. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Paradox. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT TO $6.95

**7920601** GOOD CLEAN BEAUTY: Over 100 Natural Recipes for a Glowing, Beautiful You. By C. Bercau & I. Bercau. Fully illus. in color. 145 pages. Point. Pub. at $10.00. PRICE CUT TO $9.95


**1990454** THE ART OF EXTREME WIG STYLING. By Regan Cerato. Color photos. 104 pages. C&I. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**4882032** DON’T GET SUNBURNED: 50 Ways to Keep Your Skin. By B. Tifton. 66 pages. Mountainair. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**Happenings**

**1973568** INTELLIGENT FITNESS: The Smart Way to Reboot Your Body and Get in Shape. By Simon Wateron. Photo illus. in color. 218 pages. Grand Central. B/8 x 10 1/2. Pub. at $20.00. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

**Health & Medical References**

**3944165** DR. EARL MINDELL’S VITAMIN BIBLE, REVISED. With H. Mundis. This indispensable guide has been updated with the latest research, including three brand new chapters on how to use supplements to boost your immune system, help you feel less anxious, sleep better, improve your energy, think more clearly, and become more resilient to daily stress. Fully illus. in color. 508 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.99. PRICE CUT TO $17.99

**7857748** THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S PROGRAM: The First Protocol to Enhance Cognition and Reverse Decline at Any Age. By Dale E. Bredesen. What can you do to delay or reduce the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease? Is there anything you can do to reverse it? This book offers practical, easy-to-implement solutions that you can use to help your patients at the clinic achieve healing and restorative sleep. Going beyond the obvious remedies, he shares surprisingly simple yet deeply effective techniques that will help you sleep well and live a magical, 196 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $15.00. $9.95

**7946458** MIND OVER MEDI: When Drugs Are Necessary, When Alternatives Are Better, and When to Let Your Body Do It On Its Own. By Andrew Weil. Read by the author. Alerts readers to the problem of over-medication and outlines when medicine is necessary and when it is not. Well illus. 336 pages. Avery. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

**7903734** THE SLEEP PRESCRIPTION: 7 Days to Unlocking Your Best Rest. By Andrew Weil. Read by the author. A personalized program of small daily movements, mood hacks that will give you incredible energy, sleep and intermittent fasting schedules, and a week-long, test of Dr. Weil’s specific sleep solution. Well illus. In color. 528 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.00. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

**7920601** GOOD CLEAN BEAUTY: Over 100 Natural Recipes for a Glowing, Beautiful You. By C. Bercau & I. Bercau. Fully illus. in color. 145 pages. Point. Pub. at $10.00. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**7920601** GOOD CLEAN BEAUTY: Over 100 Natural Recipes for a Glowing, Beautiful You. By C. Bercau & I. Bercau. Fully illus. in color. 145 pages. Point. Pub. at $10.00. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**Limited Quantity**

**9793308** ENERGIZE! Go from Draggin Ass to Kickin It in 30 Days. By M. Bress & S. Smith. Using scientifically proven principles, combining traditional Chinese language of qi with the Western concept of energy to promote happiness, and fight off fatigue for good. Well illus. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. $11.95

**Limited Quantity**

**7910797** 12 WEEKS TO A SHAPER YOU: A Guided Program. By Sanjay Gupta. The 12 week program is designed to help you feel less anxious, sleep well, lose weight, energy and performance clearly, and become more resilient to daily stress. Fully of strategies, quotations, and prompts, this is the only guide you’ll need to keep your brain young and healthy at any age. 190 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00.

See more titles at erhbc.com/923
Health & Medical References

77528X WHAT’S WRONG WITH YOU? An Insider’s Guide to Your Insides. By Sarah Hodder. Takes you on a tour through the human body, exploring the remarkable mechanisms behind your medical symptoms: from headache to itch via ringing ears and fluorescent urine. Packed with patient encounters, bizarre medical history, cultural tangents and insider doctor secrets, this arms you with the knowledge you need to understand your body. 294 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperbound. Pub at $19.99 $7.95

78734X IF YOUR MOUTH COULD TALK: An Insight Guide to Oral Health and its Impact on Your Entire Life. By Kami Hoss. Your mouth is the gateway to your body and the most critical organ for improving your health. From Dr. Hoss’s personal stories to the science that connects your physical and mental well-being in countless ways, Hoss connects the dots between oral health and whole-body health. 340 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $17.99 $6.95

786198 IMMUNE RESILIENCE: The Breakthrough Plan to Protect Your Body and Fight Disease. By Romilly Hodges. Offers a fascinating tour of the incredible ways our bodies protect us against disease, with astonishing true stories throughout. Also outlines a personalized, step by step program blending defense-building foods with lifestyle strategies, including important advice on movement, sleep, and stressed... Illus. 390 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub at $28.00 $9.95

784832 THE SCIENCE OF NUTRITION. By Rhiannon Lamberton. Providing clear answers backed up by the very latest research, this work has the answers to your nutritional questions, covering every conceivable topic, from gut bacteria to weight management to heart health and immune support to plant-based eating and intermittent fasting and everything inbetween. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. Doring Kindersley. 8½x11¼. Pub at $30.00 $12.95

787852 SIT TO GET FIT: Change the Way You Sit in 28 Days for Health, Energy, and Longevity. By Suzy Reading. Wishing to improve your health and fitness but don’t know where to start? Then this is the book for you. In 28 days, you’ll be on your way to improving your overall health. Includes exercises and restorative movement, when we improve how we sit we can expect less pain, increased flexibility, confidence, posture, and improved health. The go-to guide and inspiration. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages.aster. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99 $5.95

786348 THE NATURAL SLEEPER: A Bedside Guide to Complementary and Alternative Solutions for Better Sleep. By Julia Hamlin Heisz. A 4-week sleep-starter guide to healing ancient, traditional, and contemporary practices, including: breathing, acupuncture, sound therapy, herbal remedies, and many more. It reveals how you can take control of your sleep, take charge, commit to change, and embark on an exploratory journey to find out what works for them to design their own sleep routines and rituals. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Tiller. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99 $5.95

7802315 LIVING YOGA: 52 Weeks of Inspiration to Center and Enhance Your Life. By Rachel Scott. Through 52 contemplative and inspirational essays and meditations, this work can help you gain a clearer sense of self, as well as help you lead a more vibrant life. Yoga is not just about poses, you will experience how the rich philosophical depths of yoga can change your life and improve the mat. 224 pages. Mill. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95 $4.95

7966830 THE CURE FOR EVERYTHING: Untangling Twisted Messages About Health, Fitness, and Happiness. By Timothy Caulfield. Interweaving research and personal experience, Caulfield even tries out some of today’s health fads himself to discover what works and what doesn’t. Proves, alas, that there are no shortcuts to health and happiness, and offers by the scientific method, tough-love truth about how we can live longer, healthier lives. 234 pages. Paperbound. Pub at $17.00 $5.95

7961847 FOOD AS MEDICINE: A Handbook of Natural Nutrition. By Kirsten Hartvig. You will learn how foods stimulate the body’s natural self-healing ability, and you will gain understanding of typical symptoms of functions in these vital organs. 207 pages. Little. Brown. Pub at $28.00 $9.95

7720922 GUT RENOVATION: Unlock the Age-Defying Power of the Microbiome to Remodel Your Health from the Inside Out. By Rachel Scott. This book exposes the idea of gut renovation to show how different parts of the body and aspects of life can be “renewed” in order to optimize your microbiome’s functionality. It shows how you can turn back the biological clock the way you turn off the rest of your life. 276 pages. Morrow. Pub at $27.99 $6.95

7826427 THE INSOMNIA DIARIES: How I Learned to Sleep Again. By Miranda Levy. Tells the story of one woman’s experience of dealing with insomnia. It offers a practical guide to understanding every aspect of her life and how she ultimately learned to sleep again. Part memoir, part reportage and with contributions from experts in the field, this book will resonate with anyone who has ever struggled to get a good night’s sleep. 294 pages. Auster. Paperbound. Pub at $12.99 $5.95

192978X THE LIVER CURE. By Russell Blaylock with C. Libov. A work provides a comprehensive plan for protecting the liver from toxic elements and improving symptoms of many harmful conditions, from cancer, fatty liver, and cirrhosis to autoimmune diseases, inflammation, and diabetes. 356 pages. Hardie. Paperbound. Pub at $27.99 $21.95

7957637 EVERY DEEP-DRAWN BREATH: A Critical Care Doctor on Healing, Recovery, and Why You Should Bring the ICU to You. By Wes Ely. The author’s groundbreaking investigations advanced the understanding of post-intensive care strategies and introduced critical thinking frameworks that there are ways to bring humanity into the ICU and that “technology plus touch” is a proven path toward returning ICU patients to the lives they had before their hospital stays. 332 pages. Broadway. Pub at $17.00 $6.95

7881933 MAYBE IT’S YOUR MEDICATIONS: How to Avoid Unnecessary Drug Therapy and Adverse Drug Reactions. By Hedva Barenholz Lipy. A guide that reveals the little-known tricks and strategies that empower patients and caregivers to have important conversations. Addresses the questions consumers want to ask about their medications and brings to light other questions they should be asking. The go-to guide on how to use medications safely on the journey to healthy aging. 327 pages. Skyhorse. Pub at $29.95 $21.95

7882017 LET IT GO: Breathe Yourself Calm. By Rebecca Dennis. Find out how you can, literally, breathe yourself calm. Based on 20 years of simple, impactful breathing exercises to boost your health and happiness. Includes help with: anxiety and stress, energy, sleep, stress, and more. 300 pages. Ebury. Paperbound. Pub at $22.99 $18.95

183726X BURN! New Research Shows the Lid Off How We Really Burn Calories, Stay Healthy, and Lose Weight. By Herman Panter. This work reveals how human metabolism really works so that we can finally manage our weight and improve our health. We burn calories within a span of 1800-2400 calories per day, no matter our activity level. At the same time, we must exercise to keep our body systems and signals functioning optimally, even if it won’t make us thinner. Illus. 373 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95 $9.95

7814526 BURN! New Research Shows the Lid Off How We Really Burn Calories, Lose Weight, and Stay Healthy. By Herman Panter. Reveals how human metabolism really works so that we can finally manage our weight and improve our health. Examining such diet trends as paleo, keto, anti-gluten, anti-grain, intermittent fasting, and even veganism, Panter discusses how to succeed or fail. At the same time, we must exercise to keep our body systems and signals functioning optimally. Illus. 373 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95 $9.95

5753374 DOES COFFEE CAUSE CANCER? And 8 More Myths About the Food We Eat. By Christopher C. Wild. A reference clarifying work about food, myths, and how sloppily science perpetuates misconceptions about food. Does vitamin C prevent the common cold? Why were eggs once bad for you but now good for you? Are you really good for your heart? And more. Illus. 290 pages. ECW. Pub at $19.95 $14.95

7817873 CHEATING DEATH: The New Science of Living Longer and Better. By Jack E. Szostak. The best drugs and supplements, treatment methods, and devices—approaches that are backed by extensive research as well as McClain’s own work with patients—little-known treatments that can reverse the effects of new and old injuries; emergent diagnostic and screening technologies that deteriorate early onset disease sooner; and more. Illus. 230 pages. Benchmark. Paperbound. Pub at $24.99 $17.95

7953943 THE GIFT OF THE NIGHT: A Six-Step Program for Better Sleep. By Philip Carr-Gomm. A fast and easy to follow six step program to help you sleep better, combining sleep science and cognitive behavioral therapy with techniques drawn from spiritual traditions and insights from the emerging field of psychedelic therapy, showing you how to truly benefit from every night the offers to body and soul. 192 pages. Traditional. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99 $14.95

7807198 BODY BY BREATH: The Science and Practice of Physical and Emotional Resilience. By Jill Miller. Breath is a universal vital sign displaying your health, and you can harness your breath to transform and rebalance toward your optimal function. Gives you all of the scientifically-supported methods to harvest the power of breath for optimal physical, mental, and emotional health. Presents more than 100 step by step techniques that work with your body and mind. In color. 480 pages. Victory Belt. 8½x11. Pub at $69.95 $54.95

7748183 MOVE THE BODY, HEAL THE MIND: Overcome Anxiety, Depression, and Dementia and Improve Focus, Creativity, and Emotions. By Jennifer Heisz. Heisz shares her paradigm-shifting research on how exercise affects the brain, finding that intervals of intense workouts, even leisurely walking, could be the key to reversing depression and the dementia, lessen anxiety and ADHD, and encourage better sleep, creativity, and resilience. Illus. 240 pages. Mariner. Pub at $27.00 PRICE CUT to $9.95

784216X THE BREATHABLE BODY: Transforming Your Fitness, and Transforming Medicine in the ICU. By Herman Panter. Takes you on a tour through the human body and embarks on an exploratory journey to find out what works for them to design their own sleep routines and rituals. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Tiller. Paperbound. Pub at $18.99 $5.95

780238X LIVING YOGA: 52 Weeks of Inspiration to Center and Enhance Your Life. By Rachel Scott. Through 52 contemplative and inspirational essays and meditations, this work can help you gain a clearer sense of self, as well as help you lead a more vibrant life. Yoga is not just about poses, you will experience how the rich philosophical depths of yoga can change your life and improve the mat. 224 pages. Mill. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95 $4.95

Like us on Facebook Like us on Facebook
* THE MAGIC OF MUSHROOMS: Fungi in Folklore, Superstition, and Traditional Medicine. By Sandra Lawrence. At the center of superstition, folklore and magical beliefs, as well as in food and medicine both traditional and modern, mushrooms have long been known to possess incredible powers.


* 1079678 THE COLLECTED PSYCHIC TRAVELER: Seven-Cutting-Edge Psychics Exploring the World. By Andrea Sebest. Explores the history, culture, and potential of seven psychic disciplines. Siebert interweaves real-life stories, clinical research, and interviews with the world’s leading psychics, offering a guide for clients and experts to collaborate in a creative guide to these cutting-edge treatments. 210 pages.


* 7749497 MEDICAL MARIJUANA. By Dr. Kogan’s Evidence-Based Guide to the Health Benefits of CBD and Medical Cannabis. By M. Kogan & J. Liebmann-Smith. Illus. 290 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00


* 780198X HEALING WITH COPPER. By Yvette Stines. 144 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95


* 7846936 THE HEALING ENERGIES OF TREES. By Patrice Bouchardon. Ancient myths and legends celebrate the powerful energies of trees. Standing at the center of the world, as the link between the life force and the earth. Here is a comprehensive guide to discovering and using these tree energies for yourself. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Octopus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

* 7896787 AURAS: Awakening Awareness. By Vanessa Tucker. woven with deep wisdom and skill. Study of the state of mind and health and even our personality, and it can be enhanced or depleted by our actions and external forces. The clear and profound, meditative and inspirational imagery of this text will set you on the path to feeling fantastic, having more energy and, most importantly, personal and spiritual evolution. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

* 7893447 THE 369 MANIFESTATION JOURNAL: A 52-Week Guide to Using the Numbers & Law of Attraction Techniques to Manifest Your Desires. By Berni Johnson. Complete the exercises within and learn about the law of attraction, the creation of reality, and how to use the divine numbers 3, 6, and 9 to your benefit. Guided and undated, this workbook will help you focus your desires and create the life you want. 174 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


* 4691008 THE SEVEN TYPES OF SPIRIT GUIDE: How to Connect and Communicate with Your Cosmic Helpers. By Yamile Yemonayah. A spirit guide medium will introduce you to each of the seven types of spirit guides: angels, ancestors, nature spirits, star beings, animal spirits, ascended masters, and deities. You’ll learn the unique reasons your spirit guides are here to support you on your personal path. 247 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

* 7804652 GOOD WITHOUT GOD: What a Billion Nonreligious People Do Believe. By Greg M. Epstein. Questions about the role of God and religion in the modern world have never been more relevant or felt more powerfully. For some, answers are found in the divine; for others, religion is an “enemy.” Here, Epstein offers a more inclusive and balanced response: humanism. 250 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

* 7751508 MEDITATION MADE SIMPLE. By Paula Watkins. All of the benefits of meditation in just minutes a day: Today, science is proving that a regular meditation practice has profound and measurable benefits in reducing stress, alleviating chronic pain, and promoting happiness. Illus. 160 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $13.99

* 7955871 THE LINE: A New Way of Living with the Wisdom of Your Akashic Records. By Ashley & Ben Wood. Every moment, you are receiving divine messages to help you align with your soul’s path. Filled with tools, practices, and teachings channeled from a spiritual group of beings, this work introduces a profound approach to fully expressing the truth of your wholeness and purpose in this lifetime. 280 pages. Sounds True. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

* LIMITED QUANTITY! 7906501 GOD IS A WOMAN: The Path to Singledom. By Elin Hoxvik. By discovering this text, you may discover by reading this work that your religious, spiritual, or national feelings cherished by you for years are shaken and questioned. All in all, it will not leave a feeling of emptiness; instead, you will feel overflowing, Big Sandy. Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


* 7869778 AURAS: Awakening Awareness. By Vanessa Tucker. woven with deep wisdom and skill. Study of the state of mind and health and even our personality, and it can be enhanced or depleted by our actions and external forces. The clear and profound, meditative and inspirational imagery of this text will set you on the path to feeling fantastic, having more energy and, most importantly, personal and spiritual evolution. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

* 7896787 AURAS: Awakening Awareness. By Vanessa Tucker. woven with deep wisdom and skill. Study of the state of mind and health and even our personality, and it can be enhanced or depleted by our actions and external forces. The clear and profound, meditative and inspirational imagery of this text will set you on the path to feeling fantastic, having more energy and, most importantly, personal and spiritual evolution. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

* 7896787 AURAS: Awakening Awareness. By Vanessa Tucker. woven with deep wisdom and skill. Study of the state of mind and health and even our personality, and it can be enhanced or depleted by our actions and external forces. The clear and profound, meditative and inspirational imagery of this text will set you on the path to feeling fantastic, having more energy and, most importantly, personal and spiritual evolution. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
headspace, as well as the tools you need to develop better ourselves and in the world, and how our mistakes can open offers us heartfelt advice on facing the unknown, in 133 pages.

By Pema Chodron. Chodron shares are as fundamental and well liked. He shares prompts and daily exercises for making impactful vision boards, and shares prompts provide step by step instructions for making meaningful visualizations, along with parable-like stories that are powerful sources of wisdom.


7848295 THE POWER OF THE DOWNSTATE RHUTM System: Unlocking Your Body's Own Restorative Systems. By Sara C. Mednick. Drawing on her original findings—and those of others across many fields of medicine—Mednick creates a comprehensive picture of the Upstate/Downstate rhythms that orchestrate all of our bodies' vital systems, along with a novel theory about aging. Offers practical, evidence-based insights into how those systems to work together for harmony. 337 pages. Hatchette. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

1923676 MASTERY. By Robert Greene. The author of The 48 Laws of Power; The 33 Strategies of War; and The Art of Seduction here and in this new book, reveals how the principles of mastery lies within each of us, and guides us along the secret paths you must follow. He also profiles such Masters as Charles Darwin, Benjamin Franklin, Henry Ford, Carl Jung, and Carl Einstein. 336 pages. Hapelle. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

276 pages. Hapelle. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

7900729 SLUDGE: What Steps Us From Getting Things Done and What to Do About It. By Cass R. Sunstein. We’ve all had that moment of, “I can’t believe we’re still working on that.” Sludge—filling out complicated online forms, mailing in paperwork, standing in line at the motor vehicle registry. It can impair health, reduce growth, entrench poverty, and exacerbate inequality. The author explains what we can do to reduce the sludge. 153 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

7901414 EXPAND YOUR MIND. By Josh Scaife. To help you take full advantage of Silva’s wisdom and advice, this work includes instructions on how to enter the alpha brainwave level, and also includes many of his programs that have helped thousands of people help you release your mind to expand the limits of your potential. 273 pages. G&D Media. Pub. at $23.99 $9.99


7911443 THE ART OF FLANEURING: How to Wander with Intention and Discover a Better Life. By Erika Owen. Discover the many ways flaneur (/fle-nor/) into himself can spark creativity, support a more mindful mentality, and improve your overall well-being. Illus. 178 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7855549 MANEKI NEKO: The Japanese Secret to Good Luck and Happiness. By Nobuo Suzuki. Explores the ways in which “good luck” symbols and rituals in Japan are used in tandem with diligence and a positive attitude to help people overcome life’s many twists, turns and bad patches. Well liked. 158 pages. Tutle. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

7918356 ROAR: Into the Second Half of Your Life (Before It’s Too Late). By Michael Clinton. Change is all around us—in our careers, in our relationships, in our physical health. National geographic will show you a dynamic and empowering process called ROAR. Reimagine yourself. Own who you are. Act on what’s next for you. Reassess your relationships. 205 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

7841153 THE SWEET SPOT: The Pleasures of Suffering and the Search for Meaning. By Paul Bloom. Suffering has its rewards. Pain can distract us from our anxieties and help us transcend our own limitations. People suffering are part of the pleasures of the purposes of play and pain, and can provide certain moral satisfactions. Shows us how a life without chosen sufferings is not the life of a moral life. Well liked. 272 pages. Ecco. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7892245 THE GIFT OF FAILURE. By Dan Gongino. Reflecting on all of the hurdles and pitfalls Gongino had encountered in his pursuit of wash up motivating him, he digs in to deep insights on finding our core values and that will fire you up, make you think and maybe even help you take something positive from your own failures. After all, as Gongino discovered, failures are gifts. Color photos. 154 pages. Liberatiol. Protocol. Pab. at $28.99 $21.95

7916310 THE OWNER’S MANUAL TO LIFE: Simple Strategies to Worry Less and Enjoy Life More. By Michael Zajackowski. This book provides you with 100 practical, often lighthearted, and immediately useful tips, strategies, and techniques that help you reduce stress and anxiety, and to discover the sense of peace and happiness you’ve been looking for. Color photos. 154 pages. Libari. Communications. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

7886438 LOVE YOUR HOME AGAIN: Organize Your Space and Uncover the Home of Your Dreams. By A. Lightfoot & K. Pawkowski. Sharing tried and true systems of decluttering, organizing, and maintaining, along with how you can better understand our common humanity, overcome trauma, and foster more fulfilling relationships. Photos. 280 pages. Fulll. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95


8196774 LAW OF ATTRACTION MANIFESTATION JOURNAL. By Latha Jay. We are always manifesting, creating our reality through the power of our thoughts. But without focused intention, we manifest by default, allowing limiting beliefs to hold us back. In this journal, spiritual manifestation coach Jay provides you with the guidance and methods you need to change your perceptions and create a life you love. 128 pages. Zeitgeist. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95


7848625 dvd 4886291 THE SECRET. Widescreen. Based on the bestselling book, this astoundingly simple, user-friendly program teaches everything: joy, wealth, money, relationships, love, health, reduce growth, expectant motherhood, and pitfall he had encountered that motivated him, he digs in to deep insights on finding our core values and that will fire you up, make you think and maybe even help you take something positive from your own failures. After all, as Gongino discovered, failures are gifts. Color photos. 154 pages. Libaritiol. Protocol. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

7892245 THE GIFT OF FAILURE. By Dan Gongino. Reflecting on all of the hurdles and pitfalls Gongino had encountered in his pursuit of wash up motivating him, he digs in to deep insights on finding our core values and that will fire you up, make you think and maybe even help you take something positive from your own failures. After all, as Gongino discovered, failures are gifts. Color photos. 154 pages. Libari. Communications. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

7886438 LOVE YOUR HOME AGAIN: Organize Your Space and Uncover the Home of Your Dreams. By A. Lightfoot & K. Pawkowski. Sharing tried and true systems of decluttering, organizing, and maintaining, along with how you can better understand our common humanity, overcome trauma, and foster more fulfilling relationships. Photos. 280 pages. Fulll. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95
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7872399 SIMPLE SUCCES: How to Prosper in Good Times and Bad. By Napoleon Hill. For you and your loved ones. Make both the good and bad times with courage and wisdom. This collection will help you build a life you love no matter what comes your way. Whether facing financial stress and career setbacks or looking to build on your momentum and seize your potential. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95.

7815864 THE NEW ALPHA MALE: Walking the Path of the Heart. By Lance Alford. Brings you a plan for game changing and succeeding—while staying true to your authentic self. Alford helps you break down the outdated ideas our culture presents as “truths” regarding competition, adding new gender roles, spirituality, and more. 194 pages. Sound True. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95.

7971958 UNLOCKED: Embrace Your Greatness, Find the Flow, Discover Success. By George Mumford, a world-renowned performance and mindfulness expert who has worked with legends such as Michael Jordan and Kobe Bryant offers proven techniques for adding balance both the good and bad times with courage and wisdom. 234 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95.

7865776 THIS IS YOUR BRAVERY TEST: 55 Challenges for Art & Life Inspiration. By Ros C. White. This collection of ideas inspired by the iconic artist’s philosophy of stretching a little past your limits will motivate you just as he does when painting. Creative and thought-provoking challenges range from ideas for making new friends, to breaking new art techniques. Full of illus. in color. 180 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95.


7880391 BE BOLD: A Guide to Unbreakable Confidence. By Anna Goldenstein. If you’re ready to take control of your life, let this be your guide. Learn to applaud your imperfections, set boundaries, work through your issues, and more! Illus. in color. 144 pages. Rock Point. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95.

7768222 HOW TO BE HIGHLY SENSITIVE & EMPOWERED: A Revolutionary Healing Guide to Embracing Your Extraordinary Emotional Sensitivity. By Spirituality & Health. Meet emotionally perceptive and sensitive people, known as empaths, who have a gift: they connect with others deeply, and can understand and share their experiences. This guide will take you on a transformational journey to reclaim your sensitivity as a superpower, and unlock a sense of freedom in all of your lives. 159 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95.

7879177 STOP LIVING ON AUTOPilot: Take Responsibility For Your Life and Rediscover a Bolder, Happier You. By Antonio Neves. Will guide you to confront hard truths about where you are and how you got there, while invoking compassion, honesty, and courage. Free up time now to reevaluate your life and lay a stronger foundation for your next 30 days. Step by step, you can become an active player in your own life and make whatever you choose. 248 pages. Repack. Pub. at $25.99.

7883000 F**K NO! A No F**cks Given Guide. By Sarah Knight. Life is so much better when you say no with confidence—and a little bit of blissful regret. This guide delivers practical strategies that give you the power to decline, and concrete examples that put the words right into your mouth. Illus. in color. Little, Brown. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99.

7854188 ONE DECISION: The First Step to a Better Life. By Mike Bayer. An inspiring and practical action plan to help you improve your life, find your purpose, improve your mindset, relationships, work on your physical health, and even make more money. A refreshing approach for motivating you to take a risk, be bold, and take real action toward a better life. 290 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.95 $12.99.


1924198 THE LIGHT WE CARRY: Overcoming in Uncertain Times. By Michelle Obama. Offers readers a series of fresh stories and reflections on change, challenge, and power, including Obama’s belief that when we light up for others, we can illuminate the potential of the world. Includes deeper truths and new pathways to progress. Photos. 318 pages. Crown. Pub. at $32.50 $19.95.


**Men's Health & Self-Help**

**785755 THE MASCULINITY MANIFESTO: How a Man Can Regain Credibility & Authority.** By Ryan Michler. A step by step guide to restoring masculinity in a culture that works tirelessly to erode it. Michler's message is clear: men are not to be pampered sissies, helpless and weak. If you want to fulfill your role as protector, provider, and presider, confidently leading yourself and your family, you'll find this resource essential. 210 pages. Salem Books. Pub. at $29.99.

**785273 MAXIMIZE YOUR MALE HORMONES: Symptoms, Causes, and Treatments for Male Health Disorders.** By Pamela Warman. A clear guide for men to understand, identify, and treat the many common sources of ailments and problems including fatigue, depression, anxiety, stress, diabetes, male infertility, and more. You will learn that there is a good deal that you can do to help control or even eliminate many of these disorders by understanding hormone balance and making the proper lifestyle changes. 243 pages. Square One. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. *SOLD OUT*

**784095 WHITMAN ON WELLNESS: Poetry & Prose for a Healthy Life.** By Walt Whitman writing as M. Velsor. Explores the virtues of a mind-body lifestyle, dispelling tips on men's health including diet, exercise, physical beauty, sex, habit, vitality, and a host of other elements. It juxtaposes excerpts of his well-known verse with his lesser-known prose and is illustrated with Victorian line drawings. 92 pages. Dover. Pub. at $14.95. *SOLD OUT*


**General Health & Self-Help**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 7916906 WAYS TO FALL ASLEEP: 100 Hacks for When You Can't Get to Sleep.** Ed. by Sarah Kennedy. In this book of tips and tricks, you will find everything you need to help you switch off and unwind so you can go to sleep. 100 pages. Pyramid. Pub. at $9.99. *SOLD OUT*

**7926941 MARTHA STEWART'S ORGANIZING: The Manual for Bringing Order to Your Life, Home & Routines.** Ed. by Martha Stewart Living. With the help of the finest professional organizers, stay top of your finances; plan family meals; clean more efficiently, eat what's in season, maximize closet storage, and more often; plant your garden; manage home improvements; and much more with this practical guide. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00. *SOLD OUT*


**786054 DREAM BIG: Overcoming Fear and Achieving Success.** By Napoleon Hill. The ideas in this volume were chosen to give you the fulfillment of your fondest hope. Hill shares finding your definite aim in life, turning failure and adversity into blessings, protecting yourself from negative influences, and developing a self-disciplined and overcoming fear. 102 pages. J. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

**7916894 WHY AM I SO ANXIOUS? Powerful Tools for Recognizing Anxiety and Restoring Your Peace.** By Tracey Moore. A step by step guide to helping you discover where your anxiety occurs, and how you can take charge of your mental health to create a plan that will empower you to take back control of your life. Includes exercises to help you overcome feelings of anxiety and to deal with the symptoms. Cleared of common forms of anxiety and their origins, simple worksheets and exercises that will help you develop your personal “toolkit” for combating your anxiety, and more. 326 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99. *SOLD OUT*

**Managerial Guide to Using NLP Techniques to Improve Your Interpersonal Skills and Persuasion.** By Adrian Tannock. This practical guide to using NLP techniques to better help you master your biological clock and transform your relationships with sleep. Help you optimize your behaviors, your thoughts and your feelings so they are sleep-promoting. 160 pages. Teach Yourself. Pub. at $19.99. *SOLD OUT*

**784807 MR. BODDINGTON IS ETIQUETTE: Charm and Civility for Every Occasion.** From daily niceties to the hard to remember rules of polite society. Mr. Boddington provides all the answers for impromptu etiquette, on the proper way to comport oneself on any occasion, with his signature wit and charm. 224 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $18.95.

**785820 HOW TO BE INSPIRED: How to Go from Tired to Inspired.** By Tricia Woolfrey. Living with brain fog can make even the simplest task challenging. But you can overcome fatigue if you follow the simple strategies and techniques in this book and supercharge your day. You need to maximize your energy, strength and vitality in all areas of your life. 214 pages. John Murray. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. *SOLD OUT*

**788210 DON'T BE A VICTIM: Fighting Back Against Electronic Pollution.** By Nancy Grace with J. Hassan. With insights on a wide range of potential threats, you'll be empowered to protect yourself and your children from the invisible world around you that is being done to you by becoming proactive. Grace’s cringe-fighting expertise will help keep you, your family, and anyone else you love out of harm’s way. 398 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99.

**LEAD A VITAL LIFE: A Complete Guide to Maximizing Your Vitality and Health.** By D. West. With research and practical exercises, this guide helps you understand the angry people in your life and interact with them in a way that protects you from them. It encourages open communications. 218 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $19.95. *SOLD OUT*
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